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    		Anguilla

      
Anguilla (/æŋˈɡwɪlə/ ang-GWIL-ə) is a British overseas territory in the Caribbean. It is one of the most northerly of the Leeward Islands in the Lesser Antilles, lying east of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands and directly north of Saint Martin. The territory consists of the main island of Anguilla, approximately 16 miles (26 km) long by 3 miles (5 km) wide at its widest point, together with a number of much smaller islands and cays with no permanent population. The island's capital is The Valley. The total land area of the territory is 35 square miles (90 km2), with a population of approximately 13,500 (2006 estimate).



Anguilla has become a popular tax haven, having no capital gains, estate, profit or other forms of direct taxation on either individuals or corporations. In April 2011, faced with a mounting deficit, it introduced a 3% "Interim Stabilisation Levy", Anguilla's first form of income tax.







 Name 


The name Anguilla is an anglicised or latinate form of earlier Spanish anguila, French anguille, or Italian anguilla, all meaning "eel" in reference to the island's shape. For similar reasons, it was formerly known as Snake or Snake Island.
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    		Anguilla (disambiguation)

      
Anguilla is a British overseas territory in the Caribbean.



Anguilla may also refer to:



	 Anguilla (genus), a genus of eels
	 Anguilla, Mississippi

	 Anguilla, United States Virgin Islands

	 HMS Anguilla (K500), a British Royal Navy frigate in commission from 1943 to 1946

See also


	 All pages with titles containing Anguilla

	 All pages beginning with "Anguilla"
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    		Anguillidae

      
The Anguillidae are a family of ray-finned fish that contains the freshwater eels. The nineteen species and six subspecies in this family are all in the genus Anguilla. They are elongated fish with snake-like bodies, their long dorsal,  caudal and anal fins forming a continuous fringe. They are catadromous fish, spending their adult lives in fresh water but migrating to the ocean to spawn. Eels are an important food fish and some species are now farm-raised but not bred in captivity. Many populations in the wild are now threatened and Seafood Watch recommend consumers avoid eating anguillid eels.



Characteristics


Members of this family are catadromous, meaning they spend their lives in freshwater rivers, lakes, or estuaries, and return to the ocean to spawn. The young eel larvae, called leptocephali, live only in the ocean and consume small particles called marine snow. They grow larger in size, and in their next growth stage, they are called glass eels. At this stage, they enter estuaries, and when they become pigmented, they are known as elvers. Elvers travel upstream in freshwater rivers, where they grow to adulthood. Some details of eel reproduction are as yet unknown, and the discovery of the spawning area of the American and European eels in the Sargasso Sea is one of the more famous anecdotes in the history of ichthyology. The spawning areas of some other anguillid eels, such as the Japanese eel, and the giant mottled eel, were also discovered recently in the western North Pacific Ocean.
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                                Anguilla Offshore Company Formation: Anguilla Company Registration - Business Set Up | SFM

                                    https://www.sfm.com/
Anguilla Company Formation: Anguilla Offshore Company Registration - Business Set Up | SFM
In this video SFM explores Anguilla as one of the best jurisdictions to incorporate your offshore company. 

Let's explore the value of forming your business in Anguilla

---

0:00:27 Anguilla company characteristics
0:01:02 Anguilla financials
0:01:16 Anguilla company requirements

---

Transcript

Anguilla is a British overseas territory in the Caribbean, situated east of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
 
One of the most appealing qualities of an Anguilla company is how quickly it can be formed. Once all the necessary documentation is in place, incorporation of an IBC can take as little as 24 hours. Anguilla is a zero-tax jurisdiction. There is zero VAT, sales, income, capi... 
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                                Company formation in Anguilla

                                    Welcome to B2B Hub, your ultimate partner in global business expansion. In this video, we introduce you to our wide range of corporate services designed to support your business at every stage.

🌐 Global Company Registration: Simplify your international business journey with our comprehensive company registration services. We specialize in handling the complexities of setting up businesses across different countries, ensuring compliance with local laws and regulations.

🔐 Licensing Services: Navigate the intricate world of business licensing with ease. Whether you're in finance, retail, or any other sector, our tailored licensing solutions ensure your operations are fully legal and up to date.

⚓ Maritime Services: Specializing in the maritime sector, we offer expert services including ves... 
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                                    Anguilla is an offshore incorporation center and tax neutral jurisdiction that enjoys high reputation and stability as a British Overseas Territory.

As other British Overseas Territories, Anguilla has well-regulated corporate and financial services industry. However, unlike other offshore centers, Anguilla has avoided excessive attention by international regulatory agencies.

Learn more: https://www.offshorecompanycorp.com/company-formation/jurisdiction/anguilla
#OneIBC #setupcompany #anguilla
-------------------------------------

About One IBC:
One IBC is a leader in Financial and Corporate Services provider in the international market. We provide the best and most competitive value to you as valued customers to transform your goals into a solution with a clear action plan. Our Solution... 
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                                Anguilla Banks Offshore

                                    Anguilla is an overseas British territory, located in the Caribbean, in the Lesser Antilles. It is one of the 16 territories that is not self-governing that is still under the supervision of the United Nations Committee on Decolonization.
There is a well-regulated industry of financial services on the island, where the common law legal system is applied, based on British law. It counts on a very well developed professional infrastructure, as well as excellent telecommunications. Services for same-day incorporation for offshore companies are among the most substantial advantages offered by Anguilla; in addition, the concession of multi-annual work permits for financial service professionals also stands out. In contrast to other offshore centers, Anguilla is actually considered a neutral jur... 
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                                Blacklisted Tax Countries: AVOID These Countries for Offshore Banking and Offshore Company

                                    Tax Haven Countries to Avoid When Starting an Offshore Bank Account or Offshore Company. 
Become a Wealthy Expat client ▶ https://wealthyexpat.com/apply

✅ Watch my video on the Top 10 Zero-Tax Countries in the World: https://youtu.be/lJZRvmo76Pg

In this video we talk about the worst countries for tax purposes and which countries are blacklisted as non-cooperative jurisdictions. You should avoid starting an offshore company or offshore bank account in any of these countries in order to avoid problems with your origin country. Specially since the Pandora Papers came out recently, there's a lot of skepticism around tax havens and you should avoid these specific ones and choose better, more efficient tax haven countries. 

Who is the Wealthy Expat? 

The Wealthy Expat is run by Rafael Cintro... 
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                                Anguilla Company Registration Online with Company Offshore Bank Account Anguilla I Fidulink Anguilla

                                    FIDULINK is the Leader of Incorporation Companies in Anguilla. 

www.fidulink.com is Consulting Firm in 90 Countries 


START UP BOX ANGUILLA :

Incorporation Companies in Anguilla
Mail Box services in Anguilla
Virtual Office services in Anguilla
Corporate Bank Introduction Anguilla

View more at : www.fidulink.com if you want order or contact us please send email at : info@fidulink.com - Telegram : @FIDULINK1


FORMATION COMPANY ANGUILLA
COMPANY REGISTRATION SOUTH ANGUILLA
INCORPORATION COMPANY ANGUILLA


You Welcome , The team FIDULINK.com 
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                                Where should British Residents form an Offshore Company?

                                    Get personalized advice about tax, asset protection, offshore banking, residency, and citizenships: https://clarity.fm/michaelrosmer
You can visit our websites for more information about us: https://offshorecitizen.net & https://www.offshorecapitalist.com

What is the best place for British citizens/residents to form an offshore company?
This is going to be very useful at the moment because the UK just announced that they're rising their corporate tax rates. 

The UK has a particular set of rules that can be very useful. There are two challenging areas to be careful about. What should you look at and what should you consider if you're a Brit looking to form a company abroad? Today we are going to cover all of that. 

The number one thing to look at is corporate residency rules. This is rel... 
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                                Anguilla  Home of Offshore Cays

                                    #anguilla #anguillatourism #visitanguilla #caribbean #britishcaribbean #adventure #island #islandlife #travel 
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                                Incorporate offshore Company - The British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Anguilla

                                    離岸公司可衝向國際，又將資產承傳，同時得到公平投資，係咪認真架? 
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                                BEST Remote Caribbean Islands with Anguilla Charters

                                    Climb aboard for an Anguilla adventure with Anguilla Charters - Rum & Reel!

Together with Anguilla charter boat, Rum & Reel, this video takes you to two remote Caribbean islands: Dog Island and Prickly Pear.

Anguilla is home to many beautiful and remote uninhabited islands. Two of the best?...

First up, Dog Island lies 13km northwest of Anguilla. It is one of the island's furthest offshore cays. Completely uninhabited, all you find here is pure desert island beauty. The island features one of Anguilla's most impressive white sand beaches and plenty of wildlife including over 40 species of birds.

Next on the remote island tour? Prickly Pear! The Prickly Pear cays are made up of two islands - Prickly Pear West and East. Less visited than its sister cay (Prickly Pear East), Prickly Pear W... 
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Anguilla Company Formation: Anguilla Offshore Company Registration - Business Set Up | SFM
In this video SFM explores Anguilla as one of th...

         https://www.sfm.com/
Anguilla Company Formation: Anguilla Offshore Company Registration - Business Set Up | SFM
In this video SFM explores Anguilla as one of the best jurisdictions to incorporate your offshore company. 

Let's explore the value of forming your business in Anguilla

---

0:00:27 Anguilla company characteristics
0:01:02 Anguilla financials
0:01:16 Anguilla company requirements

---

Transcript

Anguilla is a British overseas territory in the Caribbean, situated east of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
 
One of the most appealing qualities of an Anguilla company is how quickly it can be formed. Once all the necessary documentation is in place, incorporation of an IBC can take as little as 24 hours. Anguilla is a zero-tax jurisdiction. There is zero VAT, sales, income, capital gains, profit, or other forms of direct taxation on corporations, regardless of residence status. 
Anguilla companies have no foreign trade or exchange restrictions and are flexible in terms of capitalization, shareholders, directors, and shares of the company. 

Anguilla companies are not required to carry out financial audits, however annual returns and declarations confirming where the accounting records are kept are required to be filed on a yearly basis.

Anguilla companies require a minimum of 1 director with no nationality restrictions and are ideal for businessmen, consultants, traders, custody of real estate, commerce over the internet, expatriates, and inheritance purposes. 

Incorporate your offshore company in Anguilla with SFM in as little as 2-3 days. 

Thank you for watching. 

---

ABOUT SFM:

SFM is the world's #1 Online Company Formation Provider.

----

For SFM Corporate Services reviews, please visit our website where hundreds of clients have left their reviews (all reviews have been audited by Feefo.com). SFM's reputation is excellent with a client satisfaction rate of over 96%!

----

To find out more:

Visit: https://www.sfm.com/anguilla-offshore-company
Our Jurisdictions: https://www.sfm.com/offshore-jurisdictions
Order Your Company: https://www.sfm.com/register-company-online

We serve thousands of global clients who opted for our competitive pricing and unique personalized service.
Confidentiality is one of the most important aspects of our work. We protect the privacy of our customers and secure personal data through
Should you visit our various premises, we will be present to welcome you in the very best conditions; in Dubai, Geneva, Hong Kong or in Seychelles.
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In this video SFM explores Anguilla as one of the best jurisdictions to incorporate your offshore company. 
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Anguilla is a British overseas territory in the Caribbean, situated east of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
 
One of the most appealing qualities of an Anguilla company is how quickly it can be formed. Once all the necessary documentation is in place, incorporation of an IBC can take as little as 24 hours. Anguilla is a zero-tax jurisdiction. There is zero VAT, sales, income, capital gains, profit, or other forms of direct taxation on corporations, regardless of residence status. 
Anguilla companies have no foreign trade or exchange restrictions and are flexible in terms of capitalization, shareholders, directors, and shares of the company. 

Anguilla companies are not required to carry out financial audits, however annual returns and declarations confirming where the accounting records are kept are required to be filed on a yearly basis.

Anguilla companies require a minimum of 1 director with no nationality restrictions and are ideal for businessmen, consultants, traders, custody of real estate, commerce over the internet, expatriates, and inheritance purposes. 

Incorporate your offshore company in Anguilla with SFM in as little as 2-3 days. 

Thank you for watching. 
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ABOUT SFM:

SFM is the world's #1 Online Company Formation Provider.

----

For SFM Corporate Services reviews, please visit our website where hundreds of clients have left their reviews (all reviews have been audited by Feefo.com). SFM's reputation is excellent with a client satisfaction rate of over 96%!

----

To find out more:

Visit: https://www.sfm.com/anguilla-offshore-company
Our Jurisdictions: https://www.sfm.com/offshore-jurisdictions
Order Your Company: https://www.sfm.com/register-company-online

We serve thousands of global clients who opted for our competitive pricing and unique personalized service.
Confidentiality is one of the most important aspects of our work. We protect the privacy of our customers and secure personal data through
Should you visit our various premises, we will be present to welcome you in the very best conditions; in Dubai, Geneva, Hong Kong or in Seychelles.
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         Welcome to B2B Hub, your ultimate partner in global business expansion. In this video, we introduce you to our wide range of corporate services designed to supp...

         Welcome to B2B Hub, your ultimate partner in global business expansion. In this video, we introduce you to our wide range of corporate services designed to support your business at every stage.

🌐 Global Company Registration: Simplify your international business journey with our comprehensive company registration services. We specialize in handling the complexities of setting up businesses across different countries, ensuring compliance with local laws and regulations.

🔐 Licensing Services: Navigate the intricate world of business licensing with ease. Whether you're in finance, retail, or any other sector, our tailored licensing solutions ensure your operations are fully legal and up to date.

⚓ Maritime Services: Specializing in the maritime sector, we offer expert services including vessel registration and maritime compliance, helping you smoothly sail through the administrative seas.

🏦 Bank Account Opening: Start your financial journey on the right foot. Our connections with top international banks provide you with the best options for business banking, making account setup a breeze.

📊 Audit and Corporate Services: Beyond starting up, we're here to support your business growth. Our range of services includes thorough financial audits and strategic consulting, ensuring your business stays efficient and compliant.

🌟 Connect with B2B Hub Today! 🌟

🔗 Explore Our World:

🌐 Website: Discover more about our services at https://www.b2bhub.uk

📧 Get in Touch:
✉️ Email Us: Questions or inquiries? Reach out at reg@b2bhub.uk
📱 WhatsApp: Chat with us instantly at +447488811617
📞 Telephone: Speak directly to our experts at +447441426009

📱 Follow Us on Social Media:
📘 Facebook: Join our community on Facebook https://t.ly/tdamI
📸 Instagram: Dive into our visual world on Instagram https://t.ly/QMma7
▶️ YouTube: Watch our latest videos on YouTube https://t.ly/5A3E_
🎵 TikTok: Catch our fun and informative clips on TikTok https://t.ly/nfe6S
💼 LinkedIn: Network with us on LinkedIn https://t.ly/oCpcc

We're here to help your business thrive. Connect with us and take your business to new heights!
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         Anguilla is an offshore incorporation center and tax neutral jurisdiction that enjoys high reputation and stability as a British Overseas Territory.

As other B...

         Anguilla is an offshore incorporation center and tax neutral jurisdiction that enjoys high reputation and stability as a British Overseas Territory.

As other British Overseas Territories, Anguilla has well-regulated corporate and financial services industry. However, unlike other offshore centers, Anguilla has avoided excessive attention by international regulatory agencies.

Learn more: https://www.offshorecompanycorp.com/company-formation/jurisdiction/anguilla
#OneIBC #setupcompany #anguilla
-------------------------------------

About One IBC:
One IBC is a leader in Financial and Corporate Services provider in the international market. We provide the best and most competitive value to you as valued customers to transform your goals into a solution with a clear action plan. Our Solution, Your Success.

--------------------------------------------

Connect with One IBC:
Visit the One IBC Website: www.oneibc.com
Follow @One_ibc on Twitter: https://twitter.com/one_ibc
Visit our One IBC Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/oneibc/
Follow One IBC on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/one-ibc-limited/
Follow @oneibcsg on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/oneibcsg/
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--------------------------------------------

Connect with One IBC:
Visit the One IBC Website: www.oneibc.com
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         Anguilla is an overseas British territory, located in the Caribbean, in the Lesser Antilles. It is one of the 16 territories that is not self-governing that is ...

         Anguilla is an overseas British territory, located in the Caribbean, in the Lesser Antilles. It is one of the 16 territories that is not self-governing that is still under the supervision of the United Nations Committee on Decolonization.
There is a well-regulated industry of financial services on the island, where the common law legal system is applied, based on British law. It counts on a very well developed professional infrastructure, as well as excellent telecommunications. Services for same-day incorporation for offshore companies are among the most substantial advantages offered by Anguilla; in addition, the concession of multi-annual work permits for financial service professionals also stands out. In contrast to other offshore centers, Anguilla is actually considered a neutral jurisdiction regarding taxes. There is no income tax in Anguilla, neither on capital gains or other forms of direct taxation, nor to individuals or companies that are not residents of Anguilla.
Usually, only banks that are subsidiaries or branches of very well-known banks that, as well, are supervised by local authorities will receive a license for operating offshore banks in Anguilla.
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         Tax Haven Countries to Avoid When Starting an Offshore Bank Account or Offshore Company. 
Become a Wealthy Expat client ▶ https://wealthyexpat.com/apply

✅ Watc...

         Tax Haven Countries to Avoid When Starting an Offshore Bank Account or Offshore Company. 
Become a Wealthy Expat client ▶ https://wealthyexpat.com/apply

✅ Watch my video on the Top 10 Zero-Tax Countries in the World: https://youtu.be/lJZRvmo76Pg

In this video we talk about the worst countries for tax purposes and which countries are blacklisted as non-cooperative jurisdictions. You should avoid starting an offshore company or offshore bank account in any of these countries in order to avoid problems with your origin country. Specially since the Pandora Papers came out recently, there's a lot of skepticism around tax havens and you should avoid these specific ones and choose better, more efficient tax haven countries. 

Who is the Wealthy Expat? 

The Wealthy Expat is run by Rafael Cintron, it's a Youtube channel and vision dedicated to helping you lower your taxes, get a second citizenship, and travel the World to increase your freedoms and happiness. Rafael Cintron is a 7-figure entrepreneur who's traveled to more than 60 countries, gotten multiple residence permits all over the World, and a second citizenship by investment. He is committed and passionate about teaching you these topics. 

If you want to learn more about Rafael and his strategies book a free call with him here: https://wealthyexpat.com/apply

In this channel we talk about: 

tax friendly countries, avoid taxes, pay zero taxes, tax free company, tax haven blacklist, tax havens, how the rich use tax havens, how to lower taxes legally, avoid taxes legally, offshore company, offshore bank account. 

Other related people in this topic:

Nomad capitalist, robert kiyosaki, offshore citizen

DISCLAIMER: This video is not tax and/or financial advice. Any information or advice I give is purely based on my own experience and research. I am not a tax professional and/or lawyer and/or accountant so I am not liable for any steps you take to lower your taxes. I'm not a financial advisor nor do I pretend to be. Always do your own research.
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         FIDULINK is the Leader of Incorporation Companies in Anguilla. 

www.fidulink.com is Consulting Firm in 90 Countries 


START UP BOX ANGUILLA :
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         FIDULINK is the Leader of Incorporation Companies in Anguilla. 

www.fidulink.com is Consulting Firm in 90 Countries 


START UP BOX ANGUILLA :

Incorporation Companies in Anguilla
Mail Box services in Anguilla
Virtual Office services in Anguilla
Corporate Bank Introduction Anguilla

View more at : www.fidulink.com if you want order or contact us please send email at : info@fidulink.com - Telegram : @FIDULINK1


FORMATION COMPANY ANGUILLA
COMPANY REGISTRATION SOUTH ANGUILLA
INCORPORATION COMPANY ANGUILLA


You Welcome , The team FIDULINK.com
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         Get personalized advice about tax, asset protection, offshore banking, residency, and citizenships: https://clarity.fm/michaelrosmer
You can visit our websites for more information about us: https://offshorecitizen.net & https://www.offshorecapitalist.com

What is the best place for British citizens/residents to form an offshore company?
This is going to be very useful at the moment because the UK just announced that they're rising their corporate tax rates. 

The UK has a particular set of rules that can be very useful. There are two challenging areas to be careful about. What should you look at and what should you consider if you're a Brit looking to form a company abroad? Today we are going to cover all of that. 

The number one thing to look at is corporate residency rules. This is related to management and control standards. By default, if the company is registered in the UK it will be a tax resident of the UK, in certain cases, this can be overwritten by a tax treaty. Also if your company is managed and controlled from the UK it is considered a UK tax resident.  
This is extremely important to pay attention to!

You could have actual substance in a foreign country (offices, employees, operations, etc) but if your company is managed and controlled from the UK you can face issues because the UK will want to tax that company. 

The second set of rules to be careful about is the controlled foreign company rules (CFC Rules). If you're a small business you shouldn't have any issues. If you're bigger than what they consider small business you'll need to pay attention to these rules as well. If you own at least 25% of the foreign company that share will be taxed according to the UK corporate tax rate. 

Having all this in mind what does make sense for UK residents? Which countries should you consider for a company structure? 

Places that make sense are Cyprus, UAE, Hungary, Malta, Channel Islands, Isle of Man. 

If you were to opt-in for the latter two they can provide management and control locally. Banking is not going to be the greatest in there, but certainly doable. 

Who are we and what do we do?

We are Offshore Citizen team. We help people become global: get a second passport, set up a second residency, pay less taxes, do banking abroad, etc.

We have lots of interesting articles on different topics, we have relevant information up to date. 


Author: Michael Rosmer

Feel free to join our community!

Don’t forget to subscribe to our channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZDToCpuHc4kEHDurkQpVPg?sub_confirmation=1
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         Climb aboard for an Anguilla adventure with Anguilla Charters - Rum & Reel!

Together with Anguilla charter boat, Rum & Reel, this video takes you to two remote...

         Climb aboard for an Anguilla adventure with Anguilla Charters - Rum & Reel!

Together with Anguilla charter boat, Rum & Reel, this video takes you to two remote Caribbean islands: Dog Island and Prickly Pear.

Anguilla is home to many beautiful and remote uninhabited islands. Two of the best?...

First up, Dog Island lies 13km northwest of Anguilla. It is one of the island's furthest offshore cays. Completely uninhabited, all you find here is pure desert island beauty. The island features one of Anguilla's most impressive white sand beaches and plenty of wildlife including over 40 species of birds.

Next on the remote island tour? Prickly Pear! The Prickly Pear cays are made up of two islands - Prickly Pear West and East. Less visited than its sister cay (Prickly Pear East), Prickly Pear West is a secret beauty. This cay's shoreline is marked with secret underwater caves and coves of sparkling-clear waters. We don't know how the Rum & Reel crew found these nooks and crannies in the shoreline!

One thing's for SHORE, a boat charter trip with Rum & Reel is a must on any Anguilla vacation :-)

For more on these remote Caribbean islands and on Rum & Reel, visit...

https://www.anguilla-beaches.com/rum-and-reel-charters.html

Thumbnail: Rum & Reel Charters
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                    https://www.sfm.com/
Anguilla Company Formation: Anguilla Offshore Company Registration - Business Set Up | SFM
In this video SFM explores Anguilla as one of the best jurisdictions to incorporate your offshore company. 

Let's explore the value of forming your business in Anguilla

---

0:00:27 Anguilla company characteristics
0:01:02 Anguilla financials
0:01:16 Anguilla company requirements

---

Transcript

Anguilla is a British overseas territory in the Caribbean, situated east of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.
 
One of the most appealing qualities of an Anguilla company is how quickly it can be formed. Once all the necessary documentation is in place, incorporation of an IBC can take as little as 24 hours. Anguilla is a zero-tax jurisdiction. There is zero VAT, sales, income, capital gains, profit, or other forms of direct taxation on corporations, regardless of residence status. 
Anguilla companies have no foreign trade or exchange restrictions and are flexible in terms of capitalization, shareholders, directors, and shares of the company. 

Anguilla companies are not required to carry out financial audits, however annual returns and declarations confirming where the accounting records are kept are required to be filed on a yearly basis.

Anguilla companies require a minimum of 1 director with no nationality restrictions and are ideal for businessmen, consultants, traders, custody of real estate, commerce over the internet, expatriates, and inheritance purposes. 

Incorporate your offshore company in Anguilla with SFM in as little as 2-3 days. 

Thank you for watching. 

---

ABOUT SFM:

SFM is the world's #1 Online Company Formation Provider.

----

For SFM Corporate Services reviews, please visit our website where hundreds of clients have left their reviews (all reviews have been audited by Feefo.com). SFM's reputation is excellent with a client satisfaction rate of over 96%!

----

To find out more:

Visit: https://www.sfm.com/anguilla-offshore-company
Our Jurisdictions: https://www.sfm.com/offshore-jurisdictions
Order Your Company: https://www.sfm.com/register-company-online

We serve thousands of global clients who opted for our competitive pricing and unique personalized service.
Confidentiality is one of the most important aspects of our work. We protect the privacy of our customers and secure personal data through
Should you visit our various premises, we will be present to welcome you in the very best conditions; in Dubai, Geneva, Hong Kong or in Seychelles.
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                    Welcome to B2B Hub, your ultimate partner in global business expansion. In this video, we introduce you to our wide range of corporate services designed to support your business at every stage.

🌐 Global Company Registration: Simplify your international business journey with our comprehensive company registration services. We specialize in handling the complexities of setting up businesses across different countries, ensuring compliance with local laws and regulations.

🔐 Licensing Services: Navigate the intricate world of business licensing with ease. Whether you're in finance, retail, or any other sector, our tailored licensing solutions ensure your operations are fully legal and up to date.

⚓ Maritime Services: Specializing in the maritime sector, we offer expert services including vessel registration and maritime compliance, helping you smoothly sail through the administrative seas.

🏦 Bank Account Opening: Start your financial journey on the right foot. Our connections with top international banks provide you with the best options for business banking, making account setup a breeze.

📊 Audit and Corporate Services: Beyond starting up, we're here to support your business growth. Our range of services includes thorough financial audits and strategic consulting, ensuring your business stays efficient and compliant.

🌟 Connect with B2B Hub Today! 🌟

🔗 Explore Our World:

🌐 Website: Discover more about our services at https://www.b2bhub.uk

📧 Get in Touch:
✉️ Email Us: Questions or inquiries? Reach out at reg@b2bhub.uk
📱 WhatsApp: Chat with us instantly at +447488811617
📞 Telephone: Speak directly to our experts at +447441426009

📱 Follow Us on Social Media:
📘 Facebook: Join our community on Facebook https://t.ly/tdamI
📸 Instagram: Dive into our visual world on Instagram https://t.ly/QMma7
▶️ YouTube: Watch our latest videos on YouTube https://t.ly/5A3E_
🎵 TikTok: Catch our fun and informative clips on TikTok https://t.ly/nfe6S
💼 LinkedIn: Network with us on LinkedIn https://t.ly/oCpcc

We're here to help your business thrive. Connect with us and take your business to new heights!
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                    Anguilla is an offshore incorporation center and tax neutral jurisdiction that enjoys high reputation and stability as a British Overseas Territory.

As other British Overseas Territories, Anguilla has well-regulated corporate and financial services industry. However, unlike other offshore centers, Anguilla has avoided excessive attention by international regulatory agencies.

Learn more: https://www.offshorecompanycorp.com/company-formation/jurisdiction/anguilla
#OneIBC #setupcompany #anguilla
-------------------------------------

About One IBC:
One IBC is a leader in Financial and Corporate Services provider in the international market. We provide the best and most competitive value to you as valued customers to transform your goals into a solution with a clear action plan. Our Solution, Your Success.

--------------------------------------------

Connect with One IBC:
Visit the One IBC Website: www.oneibc.com
Follow @One_ibc on Twitter: https://twitter.com/one_ibc
Visit our One IBC Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/oneibc/
Follow One IBC on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/one-ibc-limited/
Follow @oneibcsg on Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/oneibcsg/
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                    Anguilla is an overseas British territory, located in the Caribbean, in the Lesser Antilles. It is one of the 16 territories that is not self-governing that is still under the supervision of the United Nations Committee on Decolonization.
There is a well-regulated industry of financial services on the island, where the common law legal system is applied, based on British law. It counts on a very well developed professional infrastructure, as well as excellent telecommunications. Services for same-day incorporation for offshore companies are among the most substantial advantages offered by Anguilla; in addition, the concession of multi-annual work permits for financial service professionals also stands out. In contrast to other offshore centers, Anguilla is actually considered a neutral jurisdiction regarding taxes. There is no income tax in Anguilla, neither on capital gains or other forms of direct taxation, nor to individuals or companies that are not residents of Anguilla.
Usually, only banks that are subsidiaries or branches of very well-known banks that, as well, are supervised by local authorities will receive a license for operating offshore banks in Anguilla.
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                    Tax Haven Countries to Avoid When Starting an Offshore Bank Account or Offshore Company. 
Become a Wealthy Expat client ▶ https://wealthyexpat.com/apply

✅ Watch my video on the Top 10 Zero-Tax Countries in the World: https://youtu.be/lJZRvmo76Pg

In this video we talk about the worst countries for tax purposes and which countries are blacklisted as non-cooperative jurisdictions. You should avoid starting an offshore company or offshore bank account in any of these countries in order to avoid problems with your origin country. Specially since the Pandora Papers came out recently, there's a lot of skepticism around tax havens and you should avoid these specific ones and choose better, more efficient tax haven countries. 

Who is the Wealthy Expat? 

The Wealthy Expat is run by Rafael Cintron, it's a Youtube channel and vision dedicated to helping you lower your taxes, get a second citizenship, and travel the World to increase your freedoms and happiness. Rafael Cintron is a 7-figure entrepreneur who's traveled to more than 60 countries, gotten multiple residence permits all over the World, and a second citizenship by investment. He is committed and passionate about teaching you these topics. 

If you want to learn more about Rafael and his strategies book a free call with him here: https://wealthyexpat.com/apply

In this channel we talk about: 

tax friendly countries, avoid taxes, pay zero taxes, tax free company, tax haven blacklist, tax havens, how the rich use tax havens, how to lower taxes legally, avoid taxes legally, offshore company, offshore bank account. 

Other related people in this topic:

Nomad capitalist, robert kiyosaki, offshore citizen

DISCLAIMER: This video is not tax and/or financial advice. Any information or advice I give is purely based on my own experience and research. I am not a tax professional and/or lawyer and/or accountant so I am not liable for any steps you take to lower your taxes. I'm not a financial advisor nor do I pretend to be. Always do your own research.
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                    Get personalized advice about tax, asset protection, offshore banking, residency, and citizenships: https://clarity.fm/michaelrosmer
You can visit our websites for more information about us: https://offshorecitizen.net & https://www.offshorecapitalist.com

What is the best place for British citizens/residents to form an offshore company?
This is going to be very useful at the moment because the UK just announced that they're rising their corporate tax rates. 

The UK has a particular set of rules that can be very useful. There are two challenging areas to be careful about. What should you look at and what should you consider if you're a Brit looking to form a company abroad? Today we are going to cover all of that. 

The number one thing to look at is corporate residency rules. This is related to management and control standards. By default, if the company is registered in the UK it will be a tax resident of the UK, in certain cases, this can be overwritten by a tax treaty. Also if your company is managed and controlled from the UK it is considered a UK tax resident.  
This is extremely important to pay attention to!

You could have actual substance in a foreign country (offices, employees, operations, etc) but if your company is managed and controlled from the UK you can face issues because the UK will want to tax that company. 

The second set of rules to be careful about is the controlled foreign company rules (CFC Rules). If you're a small business you shouldn't have any issues. If you're bigger than what they consider small business you'll need to pay attention to these rules as well. If you own at least 25% of the foreign company that share will be taxed according to the UK corporate tax rate. 

Having all this in mind what does make sense for UK residents? Which countries should you consider for a company structure? 

Places that make sense are Cyprus, UAE, Hungary, Malta, Channel Islands, Isle of Man. 

If you were to opt-in for the latter two they can provide management and control locally. Banking is not going to be the greatest in there, but certainly doable. 

Who are we and what do we do?

We are Offshore Citizen team. We help people become global: get a second passport, set up a second residency, pay less taxes, do banking abroad, etc.

We have lots of interesting articles on different topics, we have relevant information up to date. 


Author: Michael Rosmer

Feel free to join our community!

Don’t forget to subscribe to our channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZDToCpuHc4kEHDurkQpVPg?sub_confirmation=1
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                Climb aboard for an Anguilla adventure with Anguilla Charters - Rum & Reel!
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                    Climb aboard for an Anguilla adventure with Anguilla Charters - Rum & Reel!

Together with Anguilla charter boat, Rum & Reel, this video takes you to two remote Caribbean islands: Dog Island and Prickly Pear.

Anguilla is home to many beautiful and remote uninhabited islands. Two of the best?...

First up, Dog Island lies 13km northwest of Anguilla. It is one of the island's furthest offshore cays. Completely uninhabited, all you find here is pure desert island beauty. The island features one of Anguilla's most impressive white sand beaches and plenty of wildlife including over 40 species of birds.

Next on the remote island tour? Prickly Pear! The Prickly Pear cays are made up of two islands - Prickly Pear West and East. Less visited than its sister cay (Prickly Pear East), Prickly Pear West is a secret beauty. This cay's shoreline is marked with secret underwater caves and coves of sparkling-clear waters. We don't know how the Rum & Reel crew found these nooks and crannies in the shoreline!

One thing's for SHORE, a boat charter trip with Rum & Reel is a must on any Anguilla vacation :-)

For more on these remote Caribbean islands and on Rum & Reel, visit...

https://www.anguilla-beaches.com/rum-and-reel-charters.html

Thumbnail: Rum & Reel Charters
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    		Anguilla

      
Anguilla (/æŋˈɡwɪlə/ ang-GWIL-ə) is a British overseas territory in the Caribbean. It is one of the most northerly of the Leeward Islands in the Lesser Antilles, lying east of Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands and directly north of Saint Martin. The territory consists of the main island of Anguilla, approximately 16 miles (26 km) long by 3 miles (5 km) wide at its widest point, together with a number of much smaller islands and cays with no permanent population. The island's capital is The Valley. The total land area of the territory is 35 square miles (90 km2), with a population of approximately 13,500 (2006 estimate).



Anguilla has become a popular tax haven, having no capital gains, estate, profit or other forms of direct taxation on either individuals or corporations. In April 2011, faced with a mounting deficit, it introduced a 3% "Interim Stabilisation Levy", Anguilla's first form of income tax.







 Name 


The name Anguilla is an anglicised or latinate form of earlier Spanish anguila, French anguille, or Italian anguilla, all meaning "eel" in reference to the island's shape. For similar reasons, it was formerly known as Snake or Snake Island.
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 			Shhhhh!! Let's keep authentic, off-the-beaten-path Anguilla our luxurious little secret

			
  			

	



			
      
			Canoe
			
      30 Dec 2023
			
  		
            You’ll get a warm welcome at the beach bar on Sandy Island, one of Anguilla’s offshore cays ... drink under bright blue skies or exploring the offshore beauty of an island, Anguilla will fit the bill.
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 			St. Maarten Yacht Club race package to include 9 Diam 24s

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Daily Herald
			
      09 Nov 2023
			
  		
            Maarten to Saint Barths, to Anguilla and back to St ... Seven Diam 24 teams are expected to participate in this offshore regatta.&nbsp; Tne Racing Calendar; starts off with the SMYC Diam 24 Grand Prix ...
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 			Anguilla featured in ‘Travel + Leisure’  with details of 20 best things to do

			
  			

	



			
      
			The Daily Herald
			
      17 Aug 2023
			
  		
            Sandy Island, one of Anguilla’s off-shore cays. ANGUILLA--In the latest issue of Travel + Leisure Anguilla is featured with an article “20 Best Things to Do in Anguilla – Stellar Snorkelling and Live Music Included”.
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 			Barbados, Anguilla, showcased at NY Travel and Adventure show, as travel returns

			
  			

	



			
      
			Metro USA
			
      14 Feb 2023
			
  		
            “Anguilla has amazing beaches, a wonderful championship golf course, tennis courts, hiking, and offshore cay,” she said of the 35.14 sq miles oasis for solo travelers, families, couples, and business travelers alike.
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 			The Caribbean and the global cash stash

			
  			

	



			
      
			Jamaica Observer
			
      03 Jul 2022
			
  		
            Offshore Panamanian companies and their owners are not subject to income taxes, corporate taxes, or local taxes ... The offshore jurisdiction of Anguilla levies zero taxation on all income generated outside of the jurisdiction by offshore companies.
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 			Kazakhstan: President demands plan for the repatriation of offshore assets
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            ... funds to explain the origin of their wealth or risk having their assets seized, showed how the real estate in question was controlled via offshore companies based in Panama, Anguilla and Curacao.
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 			Coast Guard Transfers 28 Cubans To The Bahamas
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            near Anguilla Cay, Bahamas. A Coast Guard Cutter arrived on scene and spotted two unseaworthy vessels 1.5 miles offshore Anguilla Cay ... .
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